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By Léo Lefebvre, 
President, Toronto Users Group for iSeries
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TEC 2006 is at Our Door

H
ere we are — only few weeks 
before our 13th annual TEC. 
All our topics and speakers have 
been firmed up and the grid is 

stabilizing pretty well. 

This year, the conference is bigger and better 
than ever! We are breaking records. As we 
stand at press time, 35 speakers are enrolled 
to present sessions during the first two days. 
The roster of 35 speakers is a record for 
TEC. (The previous record was 25.) 

With the addition of a full track of 
“professional development” topics in a 
seventh room, another record will be 
established — 77 sessions, up from 66! 

And that does not even include the “hands 
on labs” at the IBM Toronto Software 
Lab. So, on the third day (yes, it’s not a 
typo — third day) we are moving to the 
IBM Toronto Lab for two separate sessions 
of what are called “Open Labs”. Open 
Labs mean that you have the choice of lab 
subjects. You can select between five or six 
subjects. To obtain a complete list of topics 
check the TEC website at www.tug.ca/tec. 
While there, you can also check all the 
sessions lined up for 2006.

A New Name for TUG 
Times are changing, systems are changing, 
and after almost 15 years we have decided 
to change our name to reflect our renewed 
commitment to the best computer system 
in the world, and to show that TUG is 
a real leader. Of course we could not part 
from our famous acronym, TUG, so we 
only changed the second part of our name. 
From now on, we are the Toronto Users 
Group for System i5.

Thanks IBM
TUG is an independent group. It is not 
run by any single company. Twelve elected 
and independent directors, coming from 
various member companies in the Greater 
Toronto Area, are running TUG. A few 
hardcore volunteers are also assisting those 
directors.

Many supporters and sponsors are required 
to help with logistics and operation costs. 
One of the biggest supporters (and sponsor 
as well) is IBM itself. On many occasions 
we approach IBM for help and at different 
levels. It can be for ideas on meeting 
topics, helping us mailing our conference 
brochures (with postage paid or not) or 
supplying speakers. 

Just look at the coming TEC, on April 18 
to 20. There will be no less than 23 speakers 

from IBM (from Toronto, Rochester, 
Somers, etc). As I mentioned earlier, there 
will be a full day of hands-on “open labs” at 
the IBM Toronto Laboratory — courtesy, 
again, of IBM. Actually, the day of lab 
sessions will be the third edition of a similar 
event. We had lab sessions at TEC in 2004 
& 2005, concurrent with other sessions. 

IBM has maintained a liaison on the 
TUG Board for most of the 21 years of 
our existence. The current IBM liaison 
on the TUG board is Stephen Quan, the 
main speaker for the second session at our 
Meeting on March 22. I could list many 
more occasions where IBM has helped 
TUG, but I would run out of space quickly. 
Although IBM is one of the biggest TUG 
supporters, TUG is not run by IBM, 
and IBM does not interfere with TUG’s 
decisions. 

So, one more time, I would like to recognize 
all the help TUG receives from IBM and, 
on behalf of the whole TUG Board, I 
would like to thank IBM for all the help 
and support we get from them. 

Register on-line
Our January meeting was held at the 
fantastic Living Arts Centre Mississauga 
(LAC). We are going back there for our 
March 22 meeting (but in a different room). 
The January attendance was fantastic, 
almost a full house! For that reason, I would 
strongly suggest you to register as soon 
as possible. Go to www.tug.ca/t_agenda.
html and let us know you are coming. The 
limited seats will fill up quickly. TG

IBM System i5 Model 595 
Designed for medium to large enterprises, 
the model 595 is the largest server in the 
eServer iSeries family. It offers multiplatform 
management and maximum flexibility for 
customers requiring up to 64-way symmetrical 
multiprocessing capability.

Lé o Lefebvre

MARCH 2006
PRESIDENT’S CORNER
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FLYING COW PROBLEMS AGAIN?
If you think that’s bad, wait until your boss or your auditors find out that you:

A. Still don’t have a disaster recovery plan.
B. Still haven’t performed a disaster recovery test.
C. Still don’t have a disaster recovery hot site contract in place.

Now that’s trouble...

Fixing your disaster recovery problems.
(Including flying cow removal where necessary) 

www.midrange.ca

800-668-6470   •   905-940-1814
Contact: rdolewski@midrange.ca
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John Still

see page 8 for the meeting agenda. It was 
apparent that the Rogers Theatre at LAC 
was not very favourable to our meeting 
format, so we have reserved the Staging 
Room for our next meeting. We are looking 
at other possible venues in the eastern part 
of GTA for our future meetings. If you have 
any suggestions please forward them to 
Wende Boddy our Association Manager.

To help us serve 
you better, we 
ask that you 
register for 
the March 22, 
2006 Meeting 
of Members at 

www.tug.ca or by 
contacting Wende 
Boddy.

As mentioned, 
there are times 
when a topic can-
not be reason-
ably covered in an hour. This was the case 
where the 4:00 p.m. start was necessary for 
the “Best Practices for the iSeries” session 
presented by Richard Dolewski from Mid-
Range Computer Group. (To break up this 
long session, John Still, also from Midrange 
Computer Group, stepped in to cover the 

O
ne of the benefits of being a 
member of the Toronto Users 
Group is attending the Meeting 
of Members (MoM). These 

meetings are held five times a year. This is 
your chance to get acquainted with some 
of the current developments that impact 
the iSeries servers. I know you would agree 
that there is a whole lot more information 
available than can be 
presented in a few hours 
during each MoM. Our 
attempt at expanding 
these meetings is one 
way we are trying to 
maximize your already 
over-committed time 
in our fast-paced 
world of Information 
Technology. Normally, 
the meetings start at 
5:00 p.m., however 
the November 2005 
meeting started at 3:30 
p.m. and the most 
recent meeting started 
at 4:00 p.m. When an 
opportunity comes 
our way of sharing 
additional or more in-
depth topics, we will 
extend the time for the 
meeting.

Another way to help you take advantage of 
your membership is to make these meetings 
more accessible by selecting venues 
throughout the Greater Toronto Area 
(GTA). The last meeting was held at the 
Living Arts Centre (LAC) in Mississauga. 
As this was our first time at LAC, an 
impromptu survey was conducted. By 

show of hands, it was apparent that 
there were a lot of first 

time attendees 
to this MoM. For 

our March MoM 
we will be returning 

to the LAC; please 

middle part of the 
presentation. Then 
Richard returned for 
the closer. 

Best practices need to 
be established based 
on perceived value 
to your organization. 
There also needs to 
be a balance between 
what must be and what should be done. 
Having best practices and following them 
means that every process or function will 
be performed exactly the same way every 
time. This would apply to Change Control, 
Security, Backup & Recovery, Systems 

Administration & 
Maintenance, etc. 
There is a cost to 
initially developing, 
documenting and 
training everyone 
involved in following 
best practices. The 
long term benefits of 
following standard 
processes will be found 
in reduced down-
times, consistent 
results, less time spent 
in mitigating audit 
related deficiencies, 
to name a few. If you 
don’t have formal 
processes, it may 
be a worthwhile 
discussion with your 
management to start 
planning.

Two hours went by 
quickly and at 6:00 p.m. a complimentary 
buffet was served. As part of the MoM, the 
hour break gives everyone a chance to make 
friends, discuss issues, and mingle. Before 
the start of the second session, there were a 
few announcements from the TUG Board 
of Directors. Stephen Quan, IBM Liaison 

Richard Dolewski
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THE JANUARY 2006 MEETING OF MEMBERS
MoM REVIEW

Alkarim Sachedina
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for TUG, spoke about the upcoming 
elections of the board members. Every year 
about half the board come to the end of 
their 2-year term. Nomination forms were 
available at the MoM or can be requested 
by contacting the TUG office. Glenn 
Gundermann, TEC Chairman, reminded 
us of the upcoming Technical Education 
Conference in April and all the advantages 
of attending. For updated information 
please visit the TEC website at www.tug.
ca/TEC2006. Kimberly McNally and 
Ken Sadler announced a contest where 
you can help us increase our Membership. 
All you have to do is sponsor a new TUG 
member to qualify. Contact Kim, Ken 
or the TUG office for more information. 
With door prizes handed to numerous 
winners, it was time to start the second 
session of the night.

Ken Sadler and Kimberly McNally on the TUG membership promotion

TUG MoM Intermission at the Living Arts Centre in Mississauga

André Berns from Seneca College

Aziz Saleh (2nd from left) with friends

The Mississauga venue attracted many first-timers
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The topic of the 7:00 p.m. session was 
“iSeries & .NET Interoperability” presented 
by Karen McGregor and Charles 
Machalani from Microsoft Canada. Karen 
started by summarising Microsoft .NET 
software and its various components that 
can support application development with 

the iSeries was the key primary component 
of the business application. The PowerPoint 
presentation from this session is available 
at www.tug.ca. Thank you to our speakers 
Richard, John, Karen, and Charles for a 
very informative evening. A big thank you 
to all volunteers who helped with another 
successful meeting. We hope to see you at 
the next meeting on March 22 at the Living 
Arts Centre Mississauga. TG

Alkarim Sachedina is a Business 
Systems Lead at Mattel Canada 

Inc. He is currently serving as the 
Treasurer for the Toronto Users 

Group. Alkarim can be reached at 
Alkarim.Sachedina@Mattel.com

different User Interface, Services, and Data 
Sources; which include DB2, WebSphere 
and the iSeries. A high level .NET 
Roadmap preceded Charles’ continuation 
of the session. Charles showed examples of 
three businesses that used .NET to develop 
revamped delivery of User interaction where 

Karen Mcgregor Charles Machalani

TUG Meeting of Members — January 18, 2006

Living Arts Centre Mississauga
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IBM System i5 and 
i5/OS V5R4
7:00 pm Session Abstract
On January 31, 2006, IBM announced the new 
Power5+ System i5, which represents the most 
significant advancement in the i5 platform since 
its inception. With the introduction of i5/OS 
V5R4 and the Power 5+ processor, never before 
has it been more compelling to choose i5 as the 
solution to your business needs. One of the great 
things about the new hardware announcement is 
that you don’t need V5R4 to run the new System 
i5 models, they run on either i5/OS V5R3 or 
V5R4. With this announcement, IBM continues 

to deliver on the commitments outlined in the 
IBM Charter for System i5 Innovation to 

provide a superior integrated business 
system that can help you reduce the 
cost and complexity of your IT and 
to accelerate new business capability. 

This presentation will focus on 
the enhancements to the i5/OS 
operating system and the new Power 
5+ architecture, which dramatically 
increase the price/performance of 
the i5 line. Also, improvements to 
Java and WebSphere capability will 
be discussed.

Systems 
Management
5:00 pm Session Abstract 
Heavy is the head that wears the crown of 
System Manager. Do you ever wonder if 
there are things that you should be doing 
to manage your systems more efficiently? 
What is everyone else doing? From hardware 
tune-ups to security and application 
development, in this session Garth Tucker, 
(with help from Jonathan Perry and Mark 
Buchner) will explore 
some of the tricks of 
the trade in systems 
management.

Biography on 
Garth Tucker
Garth Tucker is an 
IBM iSeries/i5 Special-
ist, IBM Certified in 
Technical Solutions Design and Implemen-
tation, Sales, Linux and Windows Integra-
tion for iSeries with OS/400 versions V4R3 
through V5R3, as well as being CompTIA 
Linux+ Certified. Garth has many years of 
experience with AS/400, iSeries and now i5. 
He has helped write the Technical Overviews 
of OS/400; V4R4, V4R5 and V5R1 with the 
IBM/ITSO in Rochester, Minnesota and 
has traveled extensively throughout North 
America, Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 
Garth is a partner in i3 Tech Group Inc.

Biography on  
Stephen  
Quan
Stephen Quan is 
an Accredited IT 
Specialist in the 
iSeries Techline at 
IBM Canada. He is 
iSeries V5R3 Tech-
nical & Sales Solution Design Certified, 
and is responsible for both hardware and 
software pre-sales technical sales support 
for the System i5 platform, as well as that 
for WebSphere/iSeries environments. 
Stephen is one of the authors of the AS/
400e e-Business Handbook. He holds a 
Bachelor of Applied Science in Mechani-
cal Engineering from The University of 
Toronto and an MBA from McMaster 
University. Stephen also serves on the 
TUG Board as the IBM Liaison.

Biography on  
Richard 
Dolewski
Richard Dolewski 
is a certified systems 
integration specialist 
and disaster recovery 
planner. He is Vice 
President for techni-
cal and contingency 
services provided by Mid-Range Computer 
Group Inc.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2006  

Time Event

5:00 Systems Management 
– Garth Tucker, with 
Jonathan Perry and 
Mark Buchner

6:00 Intermission / MoM
Networking
(Complimentary  Buffet)

7:00 IBM Announcements:
System i5 and i5/OS 
V5R4 – Stephen Quan 
and Richard Dolewski

AGENDA

Remember to register with the TUG office!
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Next MoM Location

Living Arts Centre Mississauga 
(Rogers Theatre) 
4141 Living Arts Drive,  
Mississauga ON  L5B 4B8  
Hwy 403 & Hwy 10,  
West of Square One 
(Free underground parking)

Garth Tucker Jonathan Perry Mark Buchner

Stephen Quan

Richard Dolewski
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Why My Company is 
a Member of TUG
By Ken Sadler

T
his is an article that every Manager 
and IT Director should be reading! 
My company is a Member of 
TUG because of the educational 

opportunities that TUG brings for my team 
and me. In the past 2 years, I personally 
have taken 5 courses outside the company. 
Most IBM developers and project managers 
do not have that kind of an opportunity. 
Actually, if you have taken no training in 
the past 2 years in any technical job, then 
you are 2 years behind in your thinking, 
your ideas, and sometimes your tools. 

You and your team need access to the best 
ideas in the industry, and to interact with 
the best minds in this midrange industry in 
which you are working. That is what TUG 
brings to the Toronto marketplace! We want 
to be the best at what our customers (our 
users) value most and that is to do our jobs at 
an outstanding level for our companies. We 
need to know the latest technical products, 
the latest IBM announcements, the latest 
developments with wireless, the latest 
developments in Microsoft integration 
to our servers, the latest Sarbanes-Oxley 
issues and their impact on the IT industry, 
and the latest tools available to us. Regular 
attendance at TUG meetings gives you and 
your team all of this. 

TUG brings regular opportunities for 
education consistently throughout the 
year. The Annual TEC conference is 2 days 
of education sessions on the leading edge 
of technology in the System i5 space. At 
this conference you can speak to the IBM 
developers who are developing the RPG 
compiler, or the Websphere toolkit, or 
other IBM tools. Where else can you listen 
to a presentation by one of the developers 
of the DB2/400 database and then, after 
the session, meet them in the corridor for a 
coffee and ask questions. This is a technical 
developer’s heaven! 

But TUG does not just do this 2 days a 
year at TEC. There are also 5 more times 

in the bi-monthly 
Meetings of Members 
(MOMs.) Here you 
can experience the 
same speakers talking 
about their technical 
or management area 
or their software 
product. And at supper, quiz them on 
your ideas and their designs. This is an 
unparalleled opportunity for Toronto IT to 
have access to the best and brightest ideas. 
You can meet and discuss over coffee with 
the co-chairman of RIM technologies on 
where his company and products are going. 
Or you can ask questions of a Chartered 
Accountant who is shortly presenting the 
latest update on the Sarbanes-Oxley issues 
and how they affect Canadian IT users. All 
this is brought to you by TUG.

The cost of $495 includes all of your 
company employees, and the TUG 
magazine that comes to your desk before 
every MOM is simply a great investment in 
education for your IT team. 

Please let your controller or VP Finance know 
that this is one of the best investments that 
your company can make, with a great ROI. 
Show this article to your Manager when 
you want to renew your TUG membership 
or become a new member. Speaking of new 
members — this March through May we 
are having the Membership Promotion, 
during which all new members will receive 
a special recognition from TUG. If your 
company sponsors/invites a new member, 
you are entered into an early-bird draw for 
a 27-inch colour TV in March and a Grand 
Prize draw in May. You can only win 1 prize. 
Each new member you sponsor is one more 
opportunity in the draw. Good luck, and let 
your VP Finance know that you want to go 
to the next MOM. And that TUG is part 
of your education plan!  TG

Ken Sadler is a TUG Board 
member and the Membership 

committee Chair. He can be 

TORONTO USERS 
GROUP

for System i5TM

 Attend our regular 
meetings

 Network with 
hundreds of 
knowledgeable 
executives 
and technical 
professionals

 Receive our 
association magazine 
(free of charge for 
paid members)

 Enjoy the reduced 
rate at technical 
conferences

 Attend special events 
sponsored by your 
users group

 Join your peers on 
the golf course at the 
annual “TUG Classic” 
golf tournament

 One low corporate 
price includes your 
entire IS staff

Telephone: (905)  607-2546
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in your company, we have Dr. Frank Soltis speaking 
at our Executive Breakfast on April 18. This is a must-
see. Speaking on his visions for the System i5, Dr. Soltis 
will look at some of the future hardware and software 
technologies that might appear in the System i5 over the 
next few years. Looking into the future, he will explain 
how different programming models will be used and how 
this will impact System i5 applications programmers. A 
separate registration is required for this event. Our keynote 
speaker on Day 2 is Malcolm Haines. This luncheon is 
included with your conference registration. We also have 
IBM Certification testing on Days 1 & 2. Check our Web 
site for a list of tests available. The cost is only US$95, 
which is less than half price for most these tests. 

The hands-on labs are at the IBM Toronto Lab on Day 3. 
There is no extra charge for this event but there is limited 
space so be sure to register early when you arrive at the 
conference. 

Thank You Sponsors!
This conference would not be possible if it were not for 
the support of the many companies who’s logos appear 
on this page. Of special mention is the fabulous support 
we get from our Program Sponsor: IBM Canada Ltd. 
Just to mention a few of the items they provide for us: 
registration laptops and printers; many of our speakers; 
the IBM Toronto Lab for our lab day; brochure mailings; 
and the TEC Committee shirts …plus I’m sure there are 
items I’m forgetting. Of special note is our own dedicated 
IBM liaison, Stephen Quan, who takes time from his busy 
TechLine duties to assist TUG throughout the year. We 
would also like to thank Alison Butterill for her help in 
arranging speakers, and Elaine McFarlane (IBM System 
i5 Marketing Events Coordinator), as well as the rest of 
the incredibly helpful team at IBM. 

In Summary 
If you want to be prepared and capable of taking on new 
projects, you need to attend TEC 2006. I hope to see 
you there.  TG

Glenn Gundermann (our TEC 2006 
Committee Chair) is an independent software 

developer and consultant. He can be reached at 
ggundermann tug.ca.

T
he Toronto Users Group 
for System i5 (TUG) is 
proud to present TEC 
2006, our 13th annual 

Technical Education Conference, 
entitled: “Education for an On 
Demand World”.

You Can’t Win if You Don’t Play
That’s what they say with lotteries and you can also 
change it to apply to everything you do. If you take your 
career seriously, you need to stay current, and there is 
no better way than to attend TEC 2006. You have to 
prioritize things in your life — as you can read in the 
sidebar (“Priorities of Life”). Somewhere in this list of 
priorities is your need for education.

You Must Make the Time
There is no better time than right now to attend to your 
education needs. There will never be a better time. It 
might be month-end or some other equally important 
task at work that needs to be done, but this is even more 
important. If you make a list of all the new items that 
have been added to the iSeries platform, I’m pretty 
certain you will agree that you have not kept up to date.

We Have What You Need 
Take a look at the TEC brochure (included with this 
magazine and on-line at www.tug.ca/TEC). You will 
see what I mean. From the two days of sessions, you will 
undoubtedly find many topics of interest to keep you 
more than busy. Thankfully, all attendees will receive a 
CD of all session handouts so you won’t have to be in 
seven sessions at the same time. Yes, you read correctly… 
we have seven sessions running at all times! 

Conference Highlights 
In addition to the many technical sessions, we have 
a whole track dedicated to professional development 
including project management, negotiation skills, 
presentation skills, an update on Sarbanes-Oxley, and 
more. We have a great Vendor Showcase on Day 1 for 
you to see the latest products and services from iSeries 
vendors while enjoying the hors d’oeuvres. Feel free 
to invite your coworkers and boss, since this is not an 
exclusive event for attendees only. For the IT executives 

By Glenn Gundermann

Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Mid-Range is a trademark of Mid-Range 
Computer Group Inc. Trademarks and/or logos of other companies mentioned on this page appear for identification purposes only and are property of their respective companies.

WebSmart
Develop iSeries Web
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™
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Priorities of Life

A philosophy professor stood before 
his class and had some items in 

front of him. When the class began, 
wordlessly he picked up a large empty 
mayonnaise jar and proceeded to fill it 
with rocks, approximately 2” in diameter. 
He then asked the students if the jar 
was full? They agreed that it was. 

Next, he picked up a box of pebbles and 
poured them into the jar. He shook the 
jar lightly. The pebbles, of course, rolled 
into the open areas between the rocks. 
He then asked the students again if the 
jar was full. They agreed that it was. 

The professor picked up a box of sand 
and poured it into the jar. Of course, 
the sand filled up everything else. 
He again asked the students if the 
jar was full. They responded with a 
unanimous “yes”.

The professor then produced two 
cans of beer from under the table and 
proceeded to pour their entire contents 
into the jar — effectively filling the 
empty space between the sand. The 
students laughed.

As the laughter subsided, the professor 
said, “Now, I want you to recognize 
that this is your life. The rocks are the 
important things – your family, your 
partner, your health, your children 

– things that if everything else was lost 
and only they remained, your life would 
still be full. The pebbles are the other 
things that matter like your job, your 
house, your car. The sand is everything 
else — the small stuff.” 

“If you put the sand into the jar first, 
there is no room for the pebbles or the 
rocks. The same goes for your life. If 
you spend all your time and energy 
on the small stuff, you will never have 
room for the things that are important 
to you. Pay attention to the things 
that are critical to your happiness. Play 
with your children. Take time to get 
medical checkups. Take your partner 
out dancing. There will always be time 
to work, clean the house, give a dinner 
party and fix the garbage disposal.” 

“Take care of the rocks first — the 
things that really matter. Set your 
priorities. The rest is just sand.” 

At that point, one of the students raised 
her hand and asked what the beer 
represented. Smiling, the professor 
replied, “I’m glad you asked. It just 
goes to show you that no matter how 
full your life may seem, there’s always 
room for a couple of beers.”

  (Author unknown)

Education 
for an  
On Demand 
World

“I’m the i in i5”

TEC 2006

TEC 2006 — April 18-19  
Sheraton Parkway North 
York, Toronto, Canada. Two 
days of top speakers and 
topics, plus a bonus day of 
hands-on sessions at the  
IBM Toronto Lab, April 20. 

Keynote Speaker  
Malcolm Haines

Canadian dollars

Prices: Early Bird Regular 1-Day

TUG Member $745 $795 $445

Non-Member $845 $895 $495
Contact us to register:

(905) 607-2546  or 
(888) 607-2546 

Fax: (905) 607-2547 
Email: admin@tug.ca
Toronto Users Group  

for System i5TM

www.tug.ca/tec

Malcolm Haines plays an 
active role on iSeries marketing 

in Somers, New York. He worked 
on the iSeries since long before 

its announcement and on all 
of the predecessor Rochester 

systems. Frank Soltis, in 
his landmark book Fortress 

Rochester, refers to Malcolm as 
“one of the most creative people 
in IBM.” Malcolm speaks about 

the iSeries and marketing at 
events all over the world.

Over 40 speakers presenting 
75+ sessions, Vendor Showcase, 
reduced cost IBM certification, CD 
handouts, executive breakfast, and 
much more...
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Connect with              at www.common.org

Plan now to attend COMMON’s Spring 2006 IT Education Conference & Expo in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, the home state of the iSeries.

Expand your knowledge, meet and network with other iSeries professionals and stay
up-to-speed on the latest technologies. If you’re an IT manager, programmer, system
administrator or developer working for an organization running an IBM iSeries or AS/400, this is
an event you can't afford to miss!

In Minneapolis, COMMON’s Educational Focus is Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).  While
the conference features education on a variety of topics, there will be a series of sessions focusing
on SOA.

Register by March 2 and save! Call 800-777-6734 or visit our Web site for detailed information and
to register online.

The iSeries Event You Can’t Afford to Miss!
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Figure 1.

Things to Look for in a Network Service Provider
What You 
Want …

What They Should Have …

Minimize your 
exposure to 
network failure

Secure, redundant data centres (in diverse 
geographical locations) in a true data centre 
facility (raised floor, security, UPS, fire protection, 
etc.)
Redundant backbone links, and terminating 
equipment
Automatic network failover capability
7 x 24 x 365 monitoring, alarming and internal 
support and administration of the infrastructure
Service level objectives or commitments

•

•

•
•

•

Minimize your 
exposure to your 
local link failure

Managed services (and pinging is not link 
management)
Automatic failover
Established relationships with the copper (cable or 
wireless) providers (the Bells, Teluses, Aliants, and 
so on) due to contractual relationship, purchase 
volume, linked help desks, management links (or 
origins) and so on.

•

•
•

Access to reports 
and metrics

Service level objective, latency, utilization, 
availability

•

W
ell, the quick answer is — 

“high-speed” apparently starts 
at $19 per month (according 
to a Web-advertised High 

Speed Business Internet package). But, 
that’s not the point.

The right answer is — high-speed services’ 
costs depend on your organization’s 
requirement for committed service levels, 
network availability and redundancy, 
bandwidth, and provider experience. It’s 
your evaluation of what’s critical to your 
business operations.

When you’ve made the decision to migrate 
from the pricier, legacy entries, such 
as Datapac, Frame Relay, Private Line 
or ISDN; or are upgrading the dial-up 
environment to IP (and DSL), you’ll enter 
a world with hundreds of telcos, network 
solutions providers, resellers, integrators 
and service management firms, all of which 
offer “high-speed,” but with varying degrees 
of commitment to service & support, 
network durability, capacity, and coverage. 
And, the degree of commitment will vary 
the cost.

Sometimes it is only about cost.  If the 
disappearance of a remote site is not business 
impacting, then high-speed without 
committed service levels, redundancy, and 
network availability, can be (and should be) 
had for a song. 

But regardless of your high-speed budget 
or flavour (copper, cable, or wireless), here 
is the discovery question that should be 
asked when weighing the pros and cons of a 
potential network partner.

Can They Show  
Proof of … IT?
Because whatever IT they’ve promised 

— “but they said …” is small comfort when 
critical applications and sites disappear. 

There are three silos where proof should be 
relatively easy to provide:

Network:  The backbone 
infrastructure and your local access
Service Delivery:  The installation 
process of high-speed products and 
services
Service Support:  The Help Desk 
and Tier 2 technical support

•

•

•

Network
The proof of IT, in this case, would be 
the supporting materials that prove your 
provider can manage their own destiny, 
or if not that, has the clout and the tools 
to make things happen when things go 
awry. Under the “manage destiny” and 

“clout” classifications, Figure 1 shows 
what you’d look for.

Your provider should be able to disclose 
the metrics and thresholds (like packet 
loss and latency) that launch action on 
their part. In addition, availability reports, 
which identify 6-month past and averaged 

How Much Should 
Your Company Pay 
For High-Speed?
By Joan Burek
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Six-month Availability Report

99.993%

99.980%

99.997%

100.000% 100.000% 100.000%

99.970%

99.975%

99.980%

99.985%

99.990%

99.995%

100.000%

July 2005 Aug 2005 Sep 2005 Oct 2005 Nov 2005 Dec 2005

Average Uptime: 99.995%

PRE - LAUNCH

Billing
Validation Order Entry Provisioning Shipping

Rollout

Pilot

Modify
Plan?

YES NO
Adapt plan as rollout

proceeds to more specific
customer requirements.

uptime should be easily secured. (See the 
example in Figure 2.) After all, this has to 
be a critical facet of their service. How else 
can they track their network effectiveness 
and reliability?

Why is this important? The provider’s 
commitment to redundancy, self-
management, objectives and published 
statistics directly translates into —  your 
up-time.

Service Delivery
Smooth, non-disruptive, and easy are 
the descriptions usually used — during 
the sales cycle for services delivery and 
installation. How close those words hit the 
mark, is subject to whether the provider 
consistently follows their own project 
management methodology. (See Figure 3.) 
We’re assuming that they have one — but 
many, unfortunately, don’t.

And, c’mon, the surprises don’t really 
change – alarm systems, no cabling, lost 
or bad equipment, facilities not available, 
incorrect configurations, wrong address, 
bad telephone number, local personnel 
not informed, software/hardware not 
ready/shipped, bad IP addresses – and the 
answers to all of those incidents are proper 

planning, and regular communication with 
all your stakeholders.

One organization I know has a Services’ 
Assurance meeting prior to the “Pre-
Launch” phase of a customer rollout, with 
the customer and all internal stakeholders 
(sales, engineering, provisioning, etc.) in 
attendance to ensure what was committed 
and sold is what the customer expects (in 

product, services, and timeframe), and to 
identify any risks to the overall project. 

These meetings, coupled with tracking 
reports, such as on-site installation and 
project status, won’t eliminate all risks, but 
certainly provide a greater degree of on-time 
completion (and customer satisfaction) 
than the alternative.

Service Support
Having great Tier 1 (help desk) and Tier 2 
(technical) support is important, but it’s not 
the ultimate marker. So what is? Reaching 
them in a timely fashion; so your problems, 
questions and updates can be easily and 
quickly handled.

This critical accessibility can be 
compromised by:

Insufficient resources, of both 
telephone lines and personnel
No overflow service to handle 
unanticipated call volumes
Off-site (on pager) personnel
No tracking, evaluation or response to 
call time metrics

It’s important to have an on-site staffed Help 
Desk, with either linked or participating 
partners that assist in the trouble recovery 
(instead of contributing to the finger-
pointing). Call time metrics (as displayed 
in the table in Figure 4) are also critical to 
ensure there’s a match between customer 
call volumes, and resources. 

•

•

•
•

Figure 2

Figure 3.
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Jo (Joan) Burek has designed 
and implemented systems and 

communications solutions for retail, 
finance, government, manufacturing, 

oil/gas and Internet companies for over 
twenty years. Radiant Communications, 

Ameritech (SBC), Canadian Satellite 
Communications, Bell Canada, Sprint 

Canada and Motorola are representative 
of the organizations that Ms. Burek 

has held technical and management 
positions.Gateway or IP networking 
questions? Please contact Jo at (647) 
200-4924 (cell) or jburek@radiant.net.

January 2006 Call Times
For The Week 

Beginning
Speed of 
Answer 
(min)

Longest 
Hold 
Time

Abandoned 
Rate

Total 
Received

Total 
Answered

% of Calls 
Answered

9-Jan-06 0.19 8.55 6% 1189 1118 94%

16-Jan-06 0.19 5.52 5% 1263 1200 95%

23-Jan-06 0.13 4.41 4% 1591 1527 96%

30-Jan-06 0.22 8.43 3% 1523 1477 97%

The provider should have operational metrics – like 90% of technical support calls are 
answered within 90 seconds or less – and a formal incident management and escalation 
process. These items (and the proof of their use) should be readily available.

Even with all this – committed service levels, redundancy, network availability, 
project management methodology and accessible support – you can rest assured that 
high-speed’s bandwidth/cost ratio is a fraction of legacy services, Datapac, Frame 
Relay, Private Line or ISDN. You simply get more for less. 

And, oh, that advertised $19 a month High Speed Business Internet package? It has 
dialup-like bandwidth, a term requirement, and very limited availability. You get 
what you pay for. TG

Figure 4.
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Sam Johnston

Cost Effective Strategies for Network Security

Answer:

Y
our company is coming to the 
realization that many companies 
are coming to today.  In order to 
properly secure an Internet access 

site with local browsing there are a number 
of requirements for effective Internet 
security and they all come with a price tag.  

Additionally, the complexity of supporting 
the infrastructure increases with the 
addition of dispersed systems.  Since the 
costs for bandwidth on private networks 
is continually decreasing, an attractive 
option is to consider migrating off of VPN 
networks for reduced security risk and 
implement a carrier class network with 
SLAs, while providing Internet out of one or 
two offices for redundancy.  This approach 
will reduce support expenses and security 
hardware deployment requirements.

An effective perimeter security model is 
to have 2 layers of firewalls to provide an 
internal and an external firewall with a 
DMZ in the middle.  Often these firewalls 
will be provided by two different vendors for 
increased security.  An additional security 
component recommended to enhance 
firewalls is Intrusion Detection System 
(IDS) or Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) 
technology.  This is typically deployed with 
an IDS or IPS appliance in the DMZ and 
the internal segment as a minimum.  This 

Question:

C
urrently our company is based on a decentralized model for file and print serving with a 
centralized model for ERP on an iSeries at Head Office.  Additionally, our network is a 
VPN network using Internet links and firewalls for VPN links to Head Office.  Internet, 
which is an important service for about 50% of the user population, is served locally at each 

site.  At the end of 2005 an audit suggested that we did not have the necessary levels of security for 
Internet access to meet guidelines and suggests a complex layered model for security for all Internet 
facing connections.  Additionally, my CIO is interested in reducing the cost of support personnel at 
our remote offices supporting file and print serving and would like to migrate, as much as possible, applications to a centralized 
model.  I am thinking that the best way to reduce cost on infrastructure is to centralize my services out of Head Office but I am 
concerned about the cost of my subsequent WAN and performance at the remote offices.

will cover the network security component.  
Then there is a requirement for Web 
filtering, Email forwarding, anti-virus and 
anti-spam, mobile code detection, etc. and 
you have added some additional appliances 
or servers.  

The end result is that in order to protect 
your enterprise network there is a 
significant investment required and a 
resulting complex infrastructure to manage.  
Therefore, the decision to move to a 
centralized Internet strategy makes sense 
much like having a Centralized iSeries for 
ERP makes a lot of sense.

So if the consideration is to move to a 
centralized model for Internet as well as 
file and print serving then there will be 
an additional load placed upon the WAN 
network and the network will need to be 
provisioned to assist in this.  But there is 
another consideration.  The end users at 
your organization have become accustomed 
to a certain response time and delivering 
this response time can add some additional 
cost to your future WAN.  

However, there are technologies present that 
can assist you in reducing your operating cost 
on a WAN and providing the centralized 
type of model to support your business 
needs. There are 2 types of technologies 
from network vendors that could help in 

alleviating some of your challenges. These 
are presented under the category of Wide 
Area Application Services (WAAS). They 
are Application and Content Networking 
System (ACNS) and Wide Area File System 
(WAFS). At a high level, ACNS provides 
remote site caching and replication of pre-
positioned content to remote appliances to 
reduce network bandwidth requirements 
and improve end user local performance.  
WAFS is designed to replace file and print 
services at the remote sites.

ACNS is a solution that combines the 
technologies of Web caching, Intelligent 
pre-positioning of static content and live 
and on demand streaming of applications, 
live events and video.  How the solution 
works is that Content Engine Appliances 
(CEs) are distributed out to the remote sites 
to provide local support for these services 
thus providing improved performance to 
the end users and reduced bandwidth.  For 
Web Caching the CEs are setup to cache 
Web requests in a traditional manner.  This 
can be achieved using WCCP protocol to 
redirect Web requests to the CEs when there 
is local content for caching or bypassing the 
CE for new web content.

Pre-positioning of content can help the 
enterprise by enabling the Customer the 
ability to distribute static content to the 
remote sites. The solution will require a 

CoMMUniCAtinG with sAM
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Content Distribution Manager (CDM) 
as the brains to the solution which is 
typically located at Head Office next to 
the origin server (source of the content to 
be distributed).  The CDM leverages a root 
Content Engine to extract source data and 
replicate to the remote Content Engines.  

Typical applications replicated include 
software patches, Intranet shared files, file 
shares, stored video to name a few.  The 
ACNS system can setup an intelligent 
replication of data from an origin server 
at Head Office and schedule replication of 
data to the remote sites taking into account 
bandwidth and schedules for access to 
network resources to optimize the use of 
the network and reduce the data transit 
required across the network.  The result 
in less bandwidth required and improved 
performance to the end user.

WAN transport optimizations to ensure 
efficient operation of the standard file 
system protocols of Common Internet 
File System (CIFS) with Windows, and 
Network File System (NFS) with UNIX.  
This solution maintains file coherency, 
locking, security, and access policies.

In one vendor’s implementation, the 
components that make up a WAFS solution 
are the WAFS Edge File Engine which is 
used at the remote branch to replace file and 
print servers. The WAFS Core File Engine 
is used in the data centre and is responsible 
for providing aggregation services for the 
remote Edge File Engines and termination 
of WAN optimized file requests.  The WAFS 
Central Manager provides centralized, Web-
based management and monitoring of all 
WAFS nodes.

These two solutions do require some 
management and deployment of hardware 
to the remote site. However, the solutions 
are appliance based and the majority of 
the administration can be done centrally 
out of the data centre. These solutions are 
designed to be managed by the centralized 
IT staff. 

As with any design decision, each 
organization must weigh the costs of 
supporting and maintaining technology 
and look for efficient ways to manage 
and deliver resources to the end users. In 
many cases, simplifying a network by 
consolidating resources into locations 
where they can be readily managed will 
reduce the overall complexity of the 
operation and often result in reduced total 
cost to the business.   TG

Sam Johnston is a partner and 
Chief Technology Officer of Intesys 

Network Communications Ltd., 
providing value-added networking 
and e-commerce solutions to the 

iSeries community. He can be 
reached at (416) 438-0002 or via 

e-mail at sjohnston@intesys-ncl.
com. Any TUG member wishing 

to submit a question to Sam can 
forward their typewritten material 

to the TUG office, or to Intesys. 
The deadline for our next issue is 

Friday April 14, 2006.

This solution can also support live streaming 
of Video assuming you also have an IP/TV 
solution. More commonly stored Video 
on Demand or corporate presentations 
can easily be added as static content for 
distribution. Since the playback is usually 
bandwidth intensive over the WAN, the 
ACNS solution provides for an enhanced 
level of learning opportunity to the remote 
sites through local playback.

As mentioned above, WAFS technology can 
also play a role in assisting in centralizing 
file and print services within your 
enterprise. The WAFS solution can replace 
file and print serving at the remote branch 
and enable the benefits of centralized 
management. One vendor defines the 
WAFS operation as using protocol specific 
optimizations such as latency mitigation, 
object caching, metadata caching, and 
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W
elcome back to our series of 
articles following the iSeries 
developer roadmap. Previous 
articles focused on the tools 

in WebSphere Development Studio Client 
for iSeries (WDSc) for developing new 
Web user interface applications. Now we 
will focus on the tools for creating Web 
services. Some of the functions we discuss 
are available only in the Advanced Edition 
of WDSc, which we highly recommend 
you take a look at.

What Are Web Services?
A Web service is an industry standard that 
enables invoking business logic over the 
Internet, passing in parameters, and receiving 
results. It is a request-response model. The 
caller does not know or care what language 
the business logic is written in or where it 
exists. Although many technologies have 
allowed for remote procedure calling over 
the years, the Web services standard is 
increasingly popular because it is fully open 
and has universal buy-in, with participation 
from both Microsoft and IBM. 

Web services have many uses, including ex-
posing services for business-to-business trans-
actions (such as placing or checking the status 
of an order), public-to-business transactions 
(by publishing services in open catalogs), and 
an internal component model for defining 
reusable components within your company. 
You do not need to know much in order to 
expose your RPG or Cobol business logic as 
Web services. 

Basically, a Web service is business logic 
that you can invoke remotely by sending 
an XML document to a Web service router 
or engine, such as the one supplied with 
WebSphere products. The XML document, 
or message, conforms to a Simple Object 
Access Protocol (SOAP) standard and iden-
tifies the service that is being called and its 
parameter data. At the “end point,” a SOAP 

engine (really just a special servlet) receives 
the request; identifies, finds, and calls the 
requested service; and returns the result. 
This resulting response is also 
returned as a SOAP message. 
Generally, a generated class is 
supplied for client code to call 
a specific Web service, which 
knows how to build the SOAP 
XML document and how to 
send it over HTTP or some 
other transport.

A SOAP document or message describes 
one specific service call or response 
(including the data), and another XML-
based language – Web Services Description 
Language (WSDL) – describes the services 
and their parameters and data types. 
WSDL also supplies binding information 
to produce SOAP messages that invoke the 
services they describe. Tools use WSDL to 
generate the client code that can invoke a 
Web service using SOAP. 

One of the interesting things you can do 
with a Web service is publish it to a registry 
or catalog, so that others can discover it and 
call it. These registries use the Universal 
Description, Discovery, and Integration 
(UDDI) standard. In a UDDI registry, you 
register your company and your services, 
including access to their WSDL. Public 
registries are found at uddi.org/register.
html, and you can have your own private 
register for testing or internal purposes. 
IBM supplies a public registry called the 
IBM UDDI Business Registry at ibm.com/
software/solutions/webservices/uddi, and 
the WebSphere Studio family of products 
includes a built-in private registry.

Finally, there is a somewhat lighter 
alternative to a UDDI registry: a Web 
Service Inspection Language (WSIL) 
document. This XML file is generally 
published at your own Web site (as opposed 

to a central repository) or linked with a 
URL, and it identifies the Web services 
you want to expose. These Web services can 

be identified using WSDL or 
UDDI references.

What Are the Web 
Services Tools?
Now that we know some of 
the technology, let’s talk about 
the tools in WDSc for creating 

Web services. The product contains not 
only the tools inherited from WebSphere 
Studio for Java developers but additional 
iSeries extensions for RPG programmers. 
We start with the former, and then describe 
the latter.

The inherited Web services development 
tools include:

a built-in private UDDI registry, in 
addition to the built-in WebSphere 
Test Environment you need to test 
your Web services
support for publishing a Web service 
to a UDDI registry
a Web Services Explorer for exploring 
the services in a UDDI registry or 
WSIL document
import, export, and editor support for 
WSDL and WSIL files
a wizard to generate Java client code 
for calling an existing Web service, 
given the service’s WSDL file
wizards to generate a Web service, 
including its WSDL and Java client, 
from various sources including a 
simple Java bean, an Enterprise 
JavaBean (advanced edition only), a 
URL, DB2 XML Extender calls or 
stored procedures, and SQL queries
a wizard to generate a “test client” 
Web page from a Web service, where 
you can enter input, submit the Web 
service call, and then see the result
a TCP/IP monitor, which is very 
handy for seeing the SOAP messages

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Web Services Tools 
for iSeries Programmers

By Phil Coulthard and George Farr

RPG-to-J2EE Roadmap
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This list is not complete. WDSc has 
exceptional support for Web services, and 
indeed also for XML, because many Web 
services accept or return XML documents, 
although that is not required. Any Java, RPG, 
or Cobol non-interactive program or ILE 
procedure can be turned into a Web service.

Perhaps the most interesting wizard is 
the one for creating a Web service from a 
Java bean. The wizard takes any Java class 
(“program” in ILE-speak) that has a default 
constructor (no INZSR subroutine, for 
you RPG programmers) and methods 
(procedures), and generates the WSDL for 
the selected methods in that class, as well 
as the necessary code for creating a Web 
service (mainly code to serialize the class 
and its parameters).

The other interesting wizard is the one that 
generates from WSDL a Java class client 
proxy for remotely invoking the service from 
Java. In fact, if you look under Help|Cheat 
Sheets|Create a Web service from a Java 
bean, you’ll find a “cheat sheet” to help you 
walk through these steps (Figure 1). 

So you need to focus on creating a Java 
class containing the methods you want to 
expose in your Web service. Where do you 
get these classes? Well, you could create 
them. If you have a database you want to 
retrieve data from, you could write a Java 
class with methods for accessing the data, 
using JDBC or the record access classes in 
the iSeries Toolbox for Java. Indeed, the 
data tooling in WDSc includes support to 

generate such a class using JDBC. In fact, a 
number of tools can generate Java classes to 
access existing resources, and as soon as you 
have any class with one or more interesting 
methods, you can quickly and easily pro-
duce a Web service out of it. Among these 
tools is one for creating a Java class from an 
RPG or Cobol program.

In addition to the RPG and Cobol develop-
ment tools in the Remote System Explorer, 
WDSc provides a Program Call wizard, 
which generates a simple Java bean (again, 
a class with a default constructor) from a 
program or ILE procedure. Just as you do in 
the Web Interaction wizard we described in 
our previous article (“More Web Tools for 
iSeries Programmers,” TUG Vol.21 No.3), 
in this wizard you describe the program 

or procedure name and its param-
eters, or you import a Program Call 
Markup Language file generated by 
the compiler.

Let’s walk through creating a Web 
service to call the same program we 
created a Web interaction for in our 
last article. We assume you have the 
WSSLABXX library from that expe-
rience. Create a dynamic Web project 

– for example, MyWebServices – tak-
ing all the defaults. Right-click the 
project name in the Web perspective, 
select iSeries|Java on the left and Pro-
gram Call Bean on the right, and click 
Next. Click Add Program, and enter 
Inquiry for the bean name, GETDA-
TA for the program name, and WSS-
LABXX for the library name (Figure 

2).  Click OK. 

This RPG program ac-
cepts one input param-
eter (customer ID) and 
updates two output pa-
rameters: an externally 
described data structure 
and a feedback field con-
taining error information. Now we need to 
specify these parameters.

1. The first parameter is a seven-character 
customer ID that is input to the program. 
So enter CUSTNO for the parameter name, 
leave the data type as Character, enter 7 for 
the length, and select Input for the usage. 
Then click OK. 

2. The second parameter is an externally 
described structure that is output from the 
program. Select the root (/) in the tree on the 
left, right-click it, and select Add Database 
Reference Structure. Expand your previously 
created iSeries connection, or if none exists, 
create one first (expand New Connection 
and fill in the information) and then expand 
it. Expand Work with Libraries and enter 
WSSLAB* for the library name. Click OK, 
and in the resulting list, expand library 
WSSLABXX and logical file CUSTOML3, 
and select the record format CUSTOM01 
from the list. Click Add, and then Close. 

3. You have added the structure to the tree, 
but now you need to define the parameter 
that uses the structure. Select Inquiry in 
the tree on the left, right-click it, and select 
Add Parameter. Enter CUSTDATA for 
the parameter name, and select Structure 
for the data type, CUSTOM01 for the 
structure name, and Output for the usage. 
Then click OK.

4. To define the final parameter, enter FEED-
BACK for the parameter name, leave the data 
type as Character, specify 20 for the length and 
Output for the usage, and click OK.

At this point, you have defined the program 
that you want to call and each of its 
parameters, including whether each is read 
by the program (as input) or written to by 
the program (as output) or both (as both 
input and output). You can click Next. 

On the “Create iSeries Program Call Java 
bean and PCML file” page, enter my.pkg for 

the package name. 
Ensure that the 
Services check box 
is selected, because 
this instructs the 
wizard to create the 
Java bean so that it 
is usable in a Web 
service. Click Next.

On the Configure Authentication page, 
enter your iSeries host name, your user 
ID, and your password. If you are using 
the Advanced Edition, you will notice that 
there is an option on this page to use a Java 
Connector Architecture ( JCA) connector 
and JAAS for authentication. As you do 
more Web development, you might find 

Figure 2: Specifying the program to call

Figure 1: Cheat sheet for creating a Web service 
from a Java bean
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this a better way to do authentication. Click 
the Library list tab and add WSSLABXX 
to the initial library list. Click Finish to 
generate the Java bean.

In fact, a number of files are generated inside 
JavaResources. The key file is the name you 
gave the bean (Inquiry) followed by the 
word Services, or InquiryServices.java in 
our case. This is what you will feed into the 
Web services wizard. An input bean and 
an output bean are also generated; they 
group all the input-capable parameters and 
output-capable parameters into their own 
classes. Also, for each parameter that is a 
structure, a structure class is created. All of 
these classes are generated into the package 
you specified — my.pkg in our case. 

You will notice that two other files were also 
generated: Inquiry.config and Inquiry.pcml. 
These files are needed by the generated Java 
at runtime. The Inquiry.pcml file records 
the program and parameter information, 
and the Inquiry.config file records the con-
figuration information. The configuration 

file is new and quite inter-
esting. This file identifies 
the iSeries host where the 
program is, the authenti-
cation information, and 
library list configuration 
information. The gener-
ated Java bean looks for 
this file at runtime to 
get this information. If it 
does not find the file, or 
for each value in the file that is not set, the 
bean looks in the web.xml file for this proj-
ect, which is set using the iSeries Run Time 
Configuration Wizard (available on the 
toolbar in the Web perspective). 

By externalizing this information, you 
can change it without changing your Java 
code. By using two files, you can specify 
information once to affect all the Web 
services in your project, and override 
those global settings for any Web service 
that you want to. The generated service 
bean also has methods that you can use 
to programmatically set this information. 

Figure 3 shows all the generated files.

To use the generated classes, instantiate the 
InquiryInput class and call the setter meth-
ods in it, and then instantiate the Inquiry-
Services class and call the inquiry method 
(with the same name as the bean) in it. This 
calls your program, passes the input param-
eters, and returns to you an instance of In-
quiryResult containing the output param-
eters, which you can query with the getter 
methods. There is also a method named 
inquiry_XML, which also takes an Inqui-
ryInput object, but returns the results as 
XML rather than an InquiryOutput object.

We are tightly focused  
on the midrange space

Toby says, “In any business, it’s not enough to keep your 
eye on the ball... You must also watch your back!”

in the TUG eServer magazine

Ron Campitelli 905-893-8217. Wende Boddy 905-607-2546

Outfox your competition

Figure 3: Files generated by Program Call Bean wizard
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Here is a simple example of how you can 
write code to use the generated Java bean 
(minus error checking), if all you want is 
Java client code to invoke your RPG logic, 
compared to invoking it as a Web service 
(we will discuss this shortly):

import my.pkg.*;

public class TestMyService {

 public static void main(String[] args) {

 InquiryInput input = new InquiryInput();

 input.setCUSTNO(“0010100”);

 InquiryServices myService = new 

 InquiryServices();

 InquiryResult output = 

 myService.inquiry(input);

 // print the customer name from the 

 // output datastructure...

 System.out.println(“Resulting name: “ +

 output.getCUSTDATA().getCUSTNA());

 }

}

The result of running this Java class is 
“Resulting name: Meridien Electronics 
Limited,” plus some trace statements that 
the generated class emits.

Now we have a nice Java wrapper for an RPG 
or Cobol program. This wizard is easy to use 
(and even easier if you compile with the PG-
MINFO and INFOSTMF parameters to gen-
erate a program call markup language (PCML) 
file that you can subsequently import into the 
Program Call Bean wizard). What this does 
not give us, yet, is a Web service.

To create a Web service now, we simply 
follow the instructions in the cheat sheet 
(Help|Cheat Sheet), for creating a Web 
service from our Java bean, skipping the 
first three steps and then subsequently 
creating client Java code in another project. 
We will let you go through these steps on 
your own. On the Web Service Java Bean 
Identity page, be sure to select only the one 
method, which has the same name as the 
bean in our case — inquiry. 

After going through the cheat sheet, your 
original project will be enhanced with 
generated classes to turn the Java bean into 
a Web service with a WSDL file, and you 
will have a new project containing client 
proxy code, generated from that WSDL 
file, and a sample servlet and Web page to 
test it (Figure 4). Your service project (the 
first one) can be deployed to WebSphere, 
wherever you decide to run it. You can 
probably ignore the second project, unless 
you want to send the client code to someone. 
Normally, however, they will instead get 

your WSDL file and 
generate the client 
code themselves. You 
can use the tools in 
WDSc to publish your 
WSDL file, either to 
a private or public 
UDDI registry, or to 
a WSIL file, which 
you then publish on 
your Web site.

Integrating 
with 
Integration 
Edition
Using WebSphere 
Studio Application 
D e v e l o p e r 
Integration Edition 
V5.1, you can create 
process flows with an 
easy-to-use-graphical 
designer, where each 

step in the flow is considered a “service.” 
You can create a service from a Web Service, 
from a Java bean, or from a JCA connector. 
With the Program Call Bean wizard in 
WDSC, you can generate any of these from 
RPG or Cobol programs or ILE procedures. 
If you are using or considering using 
Integration Edition, you can import the 

output from the Program Call Bean wizard 
into a service project, using File|Import. To 
use the Java bean output, select the classes in 
the generated package (my.pkg in our case) 
and also the configuration and PCML files. 

You also need to set the Java build path 
properties of your service project to include 
several external JAR files, where WDSC_
HOME is where you installed WebSphere 
Development Studio Client on your sys-
tem:

{WDSC_HOME}\iseries\plugins\com.
ibm.etools.iseries.webtools\lib\iwdtrt.jar
{WDSC_HOME}\iseries\plugins\com.
ibm.etools.iseries.webtools.ae\lib\
idTokenRA.jar
{WDSC_HOME}\iseries\plugins\com.
ibm.etools.iseries.toolbox\runtime\jt400.jar

To create a service from your Java bean after 
it is imported, follow the steps in “Sample: 
Creating an enterprise service from a Java 
class (SOAP service)” in the Integration 
Edition documentation.

Toward an On-Demand 
World
That is all! It is very easy to create a Java bean 
wrapper from RPG or Cobol business logic, 
and to subsequently create a Web service 
from that wrapper, and even a Web servlet 
to test it. This is the component model for 
the future, and creating services are the first 
step in implementing Service Oriented 
Architecture (SOA), a key architectural 
goal in an on-demand world. RPG and 
Cobol programmers can participate fully in 
this world!  TG

•

•

•

Figure 4: Generated test page for a Web service
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Poor system management can cost us 
significant bottom line dollars, for example 
a manufacturing company that is unable 
to ship their products may be faced with 
financial penalties by their customers. 
Financial organizations should they be unable 
to process credit card orders or provide 
real-time trading to their customers can 
lose thousands of dollars PER SECOND!!! 
Companies who have been unfortunate 
enough to experience these examples in 
many cases have been able to trace the 
root cause back to unexpected outages and 
system downtime.

By Garth Tucker

H
ow much time do you spend 
managing your AS400/iSeries/
i5? If you’re a small business, 
it’s probably not a lot because 

they don’t require too much interaction 
once configured properly. However, as 
we add more and more varied workload 
to our systems, the system management 
requirements increase at the same rate or 
faster in some cases. There are many phrases 
currently in use within our industry, such 
as Service Management, Performance 
Management, Asset Management, Change 
Management, Problem Management, 
Operations Management and High 
Availability that allow simple system 
management to be eclipsed. Don’t be 
overwhelmed by the buzzwords. It all comes 
down to running 
the machine and 
its environment.

What 
Constitutes Poor 
Management?
Poor system management can be a result of 
not knowing, not caring or procrastination. 
Budget or lack thereof is not a justifiable 
reason for poor system management.

Not knowing comes from lack of education 
which will be resolved by reading this 
article… Just kidding… It takes time to 
learn how to manage a system or a group 
of systems. Make the time. It will result in 
a better operating environment, happier 
users and world peace. Okay, so maybe 
not world peace, but if the iSeries ruled 
the earth we would never have wars in 
the office over lost data. There are a lot of 
sessions at various conferences such as the 
TUG TEC Conference and COMMON 
that can help us to learn how to manage 
our systems more effectively and efficiently. 
TUG and IBM both offer sessions from 
time to time that Wende lets us know about 
and many of them are free. Not to mention 
the TUG Meeting of Members sessions 
that you should attend even if you don’t 
feel the topics are suited to you, you never 

Systems Management

know what you’ll pick up and besides, us 
geek types need a little social interaction 
from time to time.

There isn’t much that can be done about 
not caring. Perhaps you should consider a 
career change if you don’t get excited about 
making your system as reliable and efficient 
as it can be.

Procrastination is a state of being that can 
be changed by learning how to manage 
your time better. There are lots of on-
line resources to help you learn how to 
accomplish everything that you have on 
your calendar without having to put things 
off forever. It’s all about prioritization and 
defining tasks. Don’t try and boil the ocean, 
do things a kettle full at a time.

What Constitutes Good 
Management?
Good systems management is a combina-
tion of knowledge, experience, dedication, 

and teamwork. Just because you’re the only 
iSeries/i5 technical resource in your environ-
ment doesn’t mean you’re all alone. Learn to 
work with the other platforms and create a 
harmonious machine room. If you’re the 
ONLY person for all platforms, learn to de-
pend on IBM and your IBM Business Part-
ner to get help with managing your system. 
They have tools that can help you ensure 
your system is running as it should.

A big part of systems management is 
automation and how we can lessen our 
workload and increase the system’s workload 
without negatively affecting the end users. 
Most automation on systems I deal with 
is in the form of CL programs written by 
programmers or system administrators/
operators and performs specific functions 
such as backups, batch processes, etc. These 
are okay if designed and written correctly, 
but for the most part don’t alleviate all the 
workload from manual input. i.e. someone 
still has to check the messages and if 
something fails overnight we are not made 
aware of it until the following morning 
when it’s too late. 

Systems management doesn’t just include the 
programming however, let’s explore some of 
what management of a system entails.

Software Development & 
Change Management
Best practices. This term is kicked around 
a lot by consultants and IT managers as 
a catch-all term for the things we know 
we should be doing, but unless stringent 
management is applied, very few shops 
do. It can prove to be a moving target. The 
goal of standards and practices should be 
to speed up the process, simplify program 
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maintenance and reduce errors. This is 
accomplished by programming with code 
reuse and standards as a primary objective. 
A lot of shops have moved from strictly 
RPG development into other languages to 
take advantage of technology or available 
skill sets, but these ideals can be translated 
into any coding paradigm. 

Change management is a key to managing 
your code and there are several products 
available to help keep source secure and 
production applications from getting 
knocked over by a cowboy programmer. 
These tools are only as good as the people 
who control them however, so make sure you 
understand what they can do for you and 
keep a tight reign on your development.

Picking “Best of Breed” 
software
When we purchase software, we are not 
just buying a product, we are buying a 
relationship. What that means is that once 
we make the investment and implement, 
we can’t change our minds the next year 
and re-tool with a different product. As 
IBM develops new OS’, we will upgrade 
our systems. We need to feel secure that our 
third party software vendor will ensure that 
their product has been tested and changes 
made, if required, to work with the new 
release. If the vendor is new, we may be 
running the risk of them not being around 
in a year or two. Keep in mind that this 
may not necessarily be a show stopper, but 

you must pay extra attention to the owner’s 
history and the software’s strengths. When 
purchasing software, I generally start by 
reading all I can find about the software 
that meets all of the requirements. Ask 
around at the TUG Meeting of Members 
to see if anyone is running the software and 
their experience with it (that’s part of the 
reason we have a user group). 

Hardware and power
Hardware is any piece of equipment that 
we use to process our data. Have you been 
managing it correctly by giving it proper 
care, feeding and regular baths? We need to 
ensure that our systems are kept up to date 
with microcode fixes or BIOS fixes. This 
can help us to avoid nasty downtime from 
a failed component. Get on the update list 
from IBM and read about the PTFs that 
affect your OS and hardware. They are 
issued weekly and will keep you informed 
of potential issues.

When the opportunity arises, take a peek 
inside your system and see if there is dust 
trapped in the fans or around the disk units. 
If there is, schedule some down time to 
clean the dust and accumulation out. Most 
systems that I install parts in are generally 
pretty scary if they haven’t been opened in a 
year or two. This can lead to premature fan 
or power supply failure.

This leads us to our computing environ-
ment. How clean and debris free is your 

machine room? We can-
not all afford $50K invest-
ments into our machine 
room infrastructure, but 
we can take the time to 
design or redesign our sys-
tems home to ensure that 
it is free of contaminants, 
does not have a heavy traf-
fic flow, no food or drink 
is EVER allowed in and 
is monitored for heat and 
humidity. Volumes can be 
written on building the 
ultimate machine room, 
but most of know what 
needs to be done and with 
a little research can design 
or redesign our environ-
ments to be safe for our 
hardware.

Now, let’s talk a little about power. Do you 
clean your power before it hits the box? Are 
you sure? You tell me you have a UPS and it 
cleans the power before it gets to the system 
and who am I to call you a liar. However, 
have you checked the specs on your UPS 
to ensure it can handle the fluctuations in 
power on your grid? If you have, I take my 
hat off to you as you have displayed the due 
diligence required to ensure as much risk 
has been managed as possible. Most of us 
are not schooled enough in electricity to 
determine if our source of power is clean or 
dirty. It’s worth the time and money to task 
your electrical contractor with creating a 
report that tells us if we’re within operating 
specs. The batteries in our UPS’ do not 
have an infinite lifespan; they have very 
clearly defined duty cycles that we should 
respect. One of the easiest ways to ensure 
our UPS is always in the correct state is to 
have a maintenance agreement with the 
manufacturer. For a nominal fee, they will 
come onsite periodically and give it the 

“once over” and repair or replace any parts 
that are below grade.

Security 
I have stopped doing security evaluations 
without a software tool. There are a couple 
of reasons for this.:

1. Security has gotten so complicated 
that trying to analyze a system can turn 
into a project of such magnitude that 
the cost becomes a prohibitive factor.

2. Errors and omissions insurance is 
not cheap… If I miss something that 
comes back to burn a client, I am liable 
financially. Sorry, but I work too hard 
for my money to give it away. 

My preferred (and now only) offering, 
is SkyView’s Risk Assessor – www.
skyviewpartners.com. This tool takes all of 
the guesswork out of security evaluations 
and does it in less time than I can gather 
the data using the security tools in OS400/
i5 OS. A piece of software doesn’t have 
an off day or get distracted; it catches any 
and all flaws in your iSeries/i5 security 
implementation.

Once you go through the remediation of 
the flaws that Risk Assessor finds, there is 
an add-on product called Policy Minder 
that will apprise you of any changes to 
your security. What more could we ask 

How many of us think that our iSeries is secure, hazarding a 
guess I would say that 70% of us believe this to be true. It’s 
been my experience that this attitude is not well founded. In 
doing security evaluations, I have found that EVERY system 
I have evaluated has had at least 10 security flaws. Scary 
isn’t it. This is not to say that you should go running for your 
shotgun to ward off the evil hackers, most of these issues 
have been related to poor user profile management.
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for? These tools will allow us to automate management our systems 
security which is what we are after to reduce overheads.

Backup and recovery
In short, BRMS is the answer. Backup, Recovery and Media Services 
from IBM – www-03.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/service/
brms/ gives us the tools to create our saves (control groups), manage 
our media (move policies, media policies and storage locations) and 
monitor our saves. It creates all the required reports that allow a 
conscientious system manager to determine if the saves are working 
as designed. I could go on and on about BRMS (and have in a 
previous article), but to get the definitive overview of the product, 
sign up for the TUG TEC conference and attend the sessions by 
Debbie Saugen from IBM. She’s the BRMS guru and will provide 
you with insights into BRMS straight from the lab.

Performance
To achieve perfect performance on an iSeries is not unattainable. It’s 
is a balance of CPU, memory and disk that results in good response 
times and jobs processing on time. To attain this requires that we 
work with IBM or our IBM Business Partner to ensure we have 
properly sized the system and allowed for growth. 

To maintain this requires management on our part by monitoring 
our performance and adjusting as needed. How can we monitor 
these metrics? There are several tools available to us for keeping an 
eye on how our system is performing. These include Performance 
Tools, Management Central and PM400 from IBM – www-03.ibm.
com/systems/i/, Performance Navigator from the Midrange 
Performance Group – www.mpginc.com and QSystem Monitor 
from CCSS – www.ccssltd.com. 

All of these tools provide performance metrics and you need to 
determine what your requirements are to establish which one will 
work best for you. i.e. Do you require: 

Real-time online system monitoring that separates 
environment, application and business monitoring capabilities
Management reporting that allows you to track data for 
Service Level Agreements for system, application or business 
reporting
Disk analysis and reporting that tracks usage including the IFS
Accounting reports to use for cross charging
A report generator to view all of these metrics? 

These are all functions that you should look for in your performance 
reporting software and if they are not included you should consider 
continuing your search.

How can we remediate our current issues?
Remediation can be defined as a process of correcting a deficiency. 
The biggest issues associated with remediation are determining what 
is considered a deficiency. This means that you have to have a service 
level agreement with the business function and clearly defined 
targets and objectives for application availability and security. They 
need to define which key processes need to be available. It is not 
realistic for an organization to manage information in such a way 
that employees can’t do their jobs, having said that, this leaves every 

•

•

•
•
•

organization in the position of accepting some risks in order to 
conduct business in an efficient manner. 

No improvements will be achieved without some financial 
investments, and this requires business management commitment. 
Like most problems it needs to be solved one step at time. Define 
the requirements, Audit the current environment, define the gaps, 
prioritize the most serious gaps and re audit the system.  As my 
good friend Gary says “you can’t manage those things that you don’t 
measure”. You only make best efforts or emotional judgments. In 
short I am saying produce the information the business needs in 
order to make right decisions. 

While this article only scratches the surface of managing a 
complex environment, we hope it gives you some ideas and 
prompts you to move forward on projects that will allow you 
to make the most of your system and take full advantage of the 
AS400/iSeries/i5’s tremendous potential and ease the burden of 
managing your systems.  TG
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Jackie Jansen
T

his is the final installment in our 
explorations of the capabilities 
within the “Run SQL Script” 
component of iSeries Navigator.   

Last month we looked at the SQL Assist 
function within “Run SQL Script”.   
There is an additional way to invoke this 
functionality which is similar to the 
interactive command key 4 support.  If a 
job is currently active on the system you 
can go to the Database section of iSeries 
Navigator, right mouse click and choose 
the option to view the “Current SQL for a 
Job”.  This allows you to select an active job 
in the system.  You can then ask to see the 
last SQL statement from that job.  If you 
choose “Edit SQL” at this point the “Run 
SQL Script” window is opened with your 
SQL statement inserted.  You can now use 
any of the capabilities accessible via “Run 
SQL Scripts” on this statement including 

“Visual Explain”

“Visual Explain” is the graphical depiction 
of your query.  This component was 
discussed in detail in the November 2003 
column.  Visual Explain shows you what 
the query optimizer was doing every step 
of the way and where the expensive parts 
of the query occurred.  From the “Visual 
Explain” menu bar in “Run SQL Scripts” 
you can choose to either “Run and Explain” 
your SQL statement or simply to “Explain” 
it.  “Explain” basically sets the query time 
limit to zero.  This allows you to review 
the query optimizer’s access plan without 

actually running the query. The information 
about the timing and records retrieved are 
estimates on which  the optimizer is basing 
its plan.  “Run and Explain” will be more 
accurate, but may also take a lot more time 
and system resources to execute.

“Run SQL Script” has a nice graphical 
interface to the QAQQINI file. Readers of 
this column may remember that in March 
2004 I wrote about this file and discussed 
the various query options or settings that 
you could specify.  This file allows a user to 
specify various query settings in one place.  
This interactive display makes setting the 
options much simpler than before.  Some 
of the options in this table refer to system 
values while yet others come from the 

“CHGQRYA” command.  Examples of 
functionality controlled via this table 
would be: if you have an SMP system, i.e. 
more than one processor, you can specify 
how aggressively the system will use the 
available processors.  

If you are testing your query performance 
you can go into this table to turn off the 
caching of your result sets.  If you forget 
this step on V5R3 or later your subsequent 
runs will always be tremendously faster 
than your first whether you tune the query 
or not.  As of V5R3 the system will cache 
query result sets across jobs.  This cache is 
cleared at IPL.

The Change Query Attributes graphical in-
terface is found under the “Options” menu 
of “Run SQL Script”.  Also under the “Op-
tions” tab is the ability to include your SQL 
debug messages in your job log.  Since you 
can use the “View” tab to display your job log 
this gives you a very quick and easy way to 
see what your query is doing.  Again, this is 
much simpler than using a green screen and 
OS/400 commands to put your job in debug 
mode, execute your query and then locate the 
joblog. The debug messages will give you in-
formation about the various choices made by 
the optimizer.  Messages include information 
such as which access paths were considered, 
which one was chosen and why.  Stay tuned 
for V5R4 and additional database function-
ality within iSeries Navigator. TG

Jackie Jansen is a Senior 
Consulting IT Specialist. She 

currently works in the IBM 
Americas Advanced Technical 

Support Solutions Centre. Jackie 
is a frequent speaker at iSeries 
Technical Conferences and User 
Group meetings.  Contact her at 

jjansen@ca.ibm.com.

Run SQL Script — Part III
JACKIE's Forum
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Mid-Range Computer Group
34 Riviera Drive, Markham ON L3R 5M1

• iSeries
• pSeries
• xSeries

• Storage
• Blade Center
• Consumables

• Disaster Recovery Services

6705 Millcreek Drive
Unit 1

Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 5M4

Tel: 905-812-4500
Fax: 905-812-4548

(905) 940-1814 • www.midrange.ca

ASTECH Solutions Inc.
I.T. Consulting and Project Services

15010 Yonge Street
Aurora, Ontario  L4G 1M6
T: 905-727-2384, F: 905-727-0362
E: solutions@astech.com
www.astech.com

i3 Tech Group Inc. 
IBM Certified Experts
from V4R3 to V5R3

www.i3tg.com 905-841-2353

Central Ontario iSeries Network

www.coinusergroup.ca
coin@challenger.com

Corporate Training
Team Building and Meeting 
Facilitation
Career Coaching for Management 
and Employee Development

•
•

•

519-886-2606
www.korcapabilities.ca

Future COMMON Conferences: 
FALL 2006:
Sept. 17-21, 2006 Miami Beach, FL
SPRING 2007:
April 29 - May 3, 2007 Anaheim, CA
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 March 22, 2006 – MoM (at Living Arts Centre Mississauga)
 ▶  5:00 Session: “Systems Management” Speaker: Garth Tucker
 ▶  7:00 Session: “IBM Announcements: System i5 & V5R4”
  Speaker: Stephen Quan

 March 26-30 – S06 COMMON Conference, Minneapolis
 April 18-20 – TEC 2006 — Keynote speaker: Malcolm Haines
 May 24 – MoM Topic: TBA
 September 13 or 14... (date to be confirmed)–  

 The 18th Annual “TUG  Classic” golf tournament & banquet
 September 17-21 – F06 COMMON Conference, Miami Beach
 September 27 – MoM
 October Special - stay tuned!
 November 22 – MoM

TUG’s Calendar  
of Upcoming Events

Run for the Board
TUG is a democratic volunteer organization, operated 

by and for its members, and we are always looking for fresh ideas 
to keep things moving forward. Why not submit your name for 
the 2006 election? Contact the TUG office for a nomination form 
today.   
 — Léo Lefebvre

MoM Winners 
Here are the lucky winners of the door prizes from the 

TUG MoM on January 18, 2006: Sameh Deeb, André Berns, 
Andres Gabrielle, Lee Fanelli, Jim Hilchey, Any Ho, Serah Li, 
Vivi Liu, Kim Pullman, and Andrew Pun. We are grateful to the 
companies who donated books, backpacks, and calculators as door 
prizes. We would also like to thank sofCast Inc. for the loan of the 
video projector.  If you would like to donate a prize for the March 
22nd meeting, ring me up at the TUG office, 905-607-2546. And if 
you are planning to attend that meeting – don’t forget to register!
 — Wende Boddy

Do You Have Something  
to Prove?

By Stephen Bingham

Come to TEC and take the certification challenge. You have 
years of experience and are great at your job. Now, put your 
knowledge to the test with IBM certification. TEC is once 

again host to the IBM certification LAB. Do you have more than 
an iSeries in your shop? Exams for P, X, and Z series systems, as 
well as Storage Solutions are also available. Check out our website 
at www.tug.ca/tec for a complete list of all available exams.  What 
ever exam you choose to write, they are all available to you at the 
discounted price of US$95.00. Before coming to TEC, check out 
the IBM certification website at http://www-03.ibm.com/certify/
index.shtml for detailed information on each exam. Are you up for 
the Certification Challenge? Come to TEC and find out. TG

Stephen Bingham, AS/400 Technical Analyst with 
CGI, is IBM iSeries System Administrator Certified. He 

is also the TUG Secretary. Contact him at Stephen.
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